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Abstract— Packet transmission is a function of signal strength and 

distance in a wireless sensor network (WSN). The interval between 
the source node and sink node is of high significance in a wireless 
sensor network.  This work developed a soft computing model that 
relates distance, signal strength, packet received and packet 
transmitted. An experiment was carried out using the CC2430 
module for data acquisition. A learning process is carried out using 
the neural network (NN) tool toolbox. The entire datasets for 
training, testing, and validation are 60%, 25%, and 15% 
respectively. Regression result from training, testing, and validation 
was realized with R yielding 0.99972, 0.99974 and 0.99954 
respectively. The summation of R gave 0.99869 in the work. The  
significance of the R value is that when it tends towards 1, the result 
demonstrates the accuracy of the model. This means that when the 
output of the trained and the test data are compared, it shows 
closeness symmetry. The closeness depicts how well the model 
performs. At convergence, the result shows that the coefficient for 
transmitted packet, distance and signal strength are predicted as  
0.9969, 1.10800, and 0.7 respectively. 
 

Keywords—Wireless Sensor Network, Machine Learning, 

Quality of Service (QoS), Artificial Neural Network, IoT  

I. INTRODUCTION 

In smart Internet of Things (IoT) powered networks, packet 
transmission largely depends on the signal strength and 
distance. In such a wireless sensor network, the interval 
between the source and sink nodes is very significant for 
deterministic applications [1]. The last decades have 
witnessed researchers focusing more on large-scale sensor 
networks having wireless communication capabilities [2]. 
The majority of the IoT-based apps are aimed at gathering 
data from the physical world, performing rudimentary 
processing on it, and sending it to the remote cloud for 
orchestration and analytics  [3]. Most IoT-based applications 
only demand a minimal amount of bandwidth for data stream 
propagation. This, therefore, makes transmission delay less 
of an issue especially when the Fog layer is involved  [1] –
[8]. 
A wireless sensor network (WSN) is a sensor network 
comprising sensor nodes that are typically deployed in a field 
within a specific coverage area while serving a particular 
interest [9]. WSN is made up of a large number of small 

sensor nodes and a few powerful nodes known as central 
nodes or base stations which are battery-operated, low-cost, 
high-performance computing devices containing a variety of 
sensors without the Internet. WSNs are deployed in specific 
geographic areas and are organized into smaller supporting 
networks to sense and collect data [10]. The sensor and sink 
nodes communicate at 250kbps across the 2.4GHz ISM band. 
[11]. The nodes operate as a peer-to-peer network that 
employs multi-hop and cluster-based routing methods. Due 
to the huge area of WSN application, IoT-edge computing is 
one of the most popular research topics today.  This is due to 
its wide application in the industrial sectors. With huge data 
transmission considerations, the major focus among 
researchers is to reduce the amount of power consumed the 
nodes. Considering its direct and indirect impacts,  an 
important parameter to be addressed in any WSN taking 
cognizance of data transmission is the Bit Error Rate (BER). 
[12]. This is very significant since energy expended in 
transmitting incorrect or error bit information from a source 
node to a sink node can mask streams intelligence. This can 
equally lead to the complete waste of valuable resource.  
Also, the delivery of incorrect data by the network poses a 
threat to several battlefields and environment monitoring 
applications involving IoT WSNs  [13].  
There is a need to focus efforts on IoT WSN packet 
transmission optimization by understanding the complex 
variable composition in an operational network. In this case, 
traffic demand becomes necessary when applied in complex 
networks such as Fog Computing, Cloud and Big data, real-
time demand.  
The main aim of this work is to drive soft computing 
prediction models for IoT WSN packet transmission using 
machine learning techniques for quality of service 
optimization in IoT-WSNs.  
 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II 
presents related works. Section III presents RSSI model and 
error analysis. Section IV presents model formulation. 
Section V presents neural network data fusion. Results and 
Analysis is discussed in Section VI while Section VII 
concludes the work with future direction. 
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II. RELATED WORKS  

This section focused on WSN issues and research efforts by 
experts in the field. The paper in [14] focuses on identifying 
practical advantages for reducing WSN errors. Different 
parameters such as erroneous bits, frames missed, and total 
received packets are investigated, but average BER and the 
impact of distance on BER are given specific emphasis. The 
ratio of bits transferred with errors to total bits transferred is 
the BER. It's a widely used metric for calculating wireless 
network errors [14].  
 Various research publications have looked how impediments 
in the indoor environment affect RF signal strength. In some 
cases, obstacles that were considered are glass, walls, and 
steel. This is in addition to human activities between sensor 
nodes. The analysis had been carried out to discover how the 
signal was attenuated through walls and other obstacles [15]. 
Experiments had been done using Zigbee IEEE 802.15.4 
Standards Transceiver [16]-[17]. IoT-based WSNs will 
remain popular since their research findings would probably 
reveal the optimized distances between RX and TX through 
walls and crowded areas. Human activities also impact signal 
strength to some extent. All of these factors had an impact on 
the RF signal strength.  
Some researchers have worked on the Received Signal 
Strength Indicator (RSSI) [19]- [20]. This is a decibel (dBm) 
measurement of the signal strength at the receiver. Depending 
on the hardware platform, it is commonly a five, eight, or ten-
bit value. In CC2430, the RSSI gives an 8-bit value. The RF 
signal strength parameter is commonly utilized in indoor 
tracking and localization [21]. It minimizes the cost by 
obviating the need for additional hardware and Time of 
Arrival (ToA). To estimate the position of unknown devices, 
many localization methods require a distance. Measuring the 
received signal strength of an incoming radio broadcast is one 
way to get a distance estimated. The RSS concept is that the 
transmitting device's (PTX) configured transmission power 
has a direct impact on the receiving device's (RDX) receiving 
power (PRX). A summary of related works is highlighted 
[22]-[32]. According to Friis’ free space transmission 
equation, the detected signal strength decreases quadratically 
with the distance to the sender [33]. 
The use of soft computing techniques deals with the 
collection and harvest of artificial intelligence-focused 
computational schemes such as neural network, machine 
learning, fuzzy-logic, and organic-genetic algorithms to solve 
complex problems [32]-[33]. In this work, the received signal 
strength is converted into a received signal strength indicator 
(RSSI) in embedded IoT WSN devices. This is the ratio of 
received power to reference power (PRef).  
The reference power is usually expressed as an absolute value 
of Pref=1mW [34] – [35]. 

P ��� = ���.GTX. GRX� �	
��
                          (1) 

PTX = Transmission power of sender 
PRX = Wave Power Remaining at receiver 
GTX = Transmitter Gain 
GRX = Receiver Gain 
λ = Wave-length 
d = Distance between sender and receiver 

III. RSSI MODEL AND ERROR ANALYSIS  

In this section, the radio mode consideration for RRSI is 
discussed. Now, RSSI measurements are the most widely 
used range-based technique. The primary idea is to use the 
received signal power, knowledge of the transmitted power, 
and a path loss model to estimate the distance between an IoT 
WSN transmitter and a receiver. free space propagation 
model, two-ray ground reflection model, long-distance path 
loss model, log-normal shadowing model, and Hata model 
make up the loss models [36].  
In this paper, let us consider the log-normal shadowing model 
which is given (2). ����� = ������ − 10������ � ���� + �         (2) 

where  �����  is the received signal power loss (expressed in 
dBm) and the distance between transmitter and receiver is 

denoted by d, the reference distance is denoted by ���� , 

typically ����= 1m .   

distance. � is the path loss exponent, typically � = 2~6. � is 
a zero-mean Gaussian random variable that reflects the 
random variation in the path loss due to multipath and shadow 
fading. The experimental traffic patterns may consists of one 
packet per second transmitted by a node at one end of the line 
with each packet having a monotonically growing sequence 
number. In complex networks, all other nodes merely receive 
packets and record received packets in a local store. 

IV. MODEL FORMULATION 

Let’s develop a model that will represent the sensor clusters 
within the cluster Personal Area Network (PAN) [37]. The 
model below is a matrix representation showing routing in a 

PAN for the IoT WSN model which factors errors ∈. 
 

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
$%�$%$%&⋮⋮$%(⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ =
⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
,���-� ,��-� … … . ,�0�-�,��-� ,�-�. … … ,&0�-�,&��-�⋮⋮,(����

,&�-� … … . .⋮⋮,(���
,&0�-�⋮⋮,0(�-�⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤ 
⎣⎢
⎢⎢
⎢⎡1�11&. ...1(⎦⎥

⎥⎥
⎥⎤ +

⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
∈�∈∈&⋮⋮∈(⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎥⎤  
(3a) 
 
Let CH1= Cluster Head 1  
Let CH2= Cluster Head 2 
Let CH3= Cluster Head 3 
Let CH n= Cluster Head 4 

Let  ∈� = Error in  data  in Cluster 1 

Let  ∈ = Error in  data  in Cluster 2  

Let  ∈& = Error in  data  in Cluster 3 

Let  ∈(=  Error in  data  in Cluster n 

 ,��-� is a function representing variable 1 in Base Sensor 1 ,�-� is a function representing variable 2 in Sensor Station 
2 ,&�-� is a function representing variable 3  in Sensor Station3 ,(�-� is a function representing variable 4 in Sensor Station 
4 

A. Unique Cluster Models  

The model for cluster head is split into (3b),(4),(5), and (6). 
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⎣⎢⎢
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⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎢⎡
∈�∈∈&⋮⋮∈(⎦⎥⎥
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CH1= 1��,��-�+1� ,�-�+…..1�0 ,&�-� +∈�                                                                                                                             (3b) 
CH 2= 1�,��-�+ 1,�-�+1& ,0�-�+ ∈                                                                                                                                  �4� 

CH3=1�,��-�+ 1,�-�+ 1&,&0�-�+ ∈&                                                                        (5) 1(,��-�+ 1(,�-�+13 ,(0�-�+ ∈	                                                                                            �6� 
W1, W2,…..Wn   are coefficient  ,�= Function for variable 1 ,= Function for variable 2 ,&= Function for variable 3 ,(= Function for variable n 
 The equation at the base station is shown below 

45�&…06 = 4,�&	…(�-� �-� … . ,�&	……..(�-�6 ⎣⎢⎢
⎢⎡1�1..10⎦⎥⎥

⎥⎤ + 4∈�&	…….06 
Base station= E123…........m 

The model for WSN fusion at the base station is given in (7) 

E123….m=1�,�&	……..0�-�+ 1,�&	………0�-�+1& ,�&	………0�-�+ ∈	          (7) 
 
Further description will employ the use of the neural 
networks in realizing the predictive model for data 
transmission as shown in Fig. 1.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1. Soft computing Neural model (Inner) Layer 

 
The characteristic equation is given in (8) as follows. 78 + 9� + :; + ⋯ �=�>?@� = A ��?@>?@�  (8) 

where 7 , 9  and :  are all coefficients. If 8 , �,  and ;  are 
considered as inputs variables, then a 2 layer artificial neural 
network equation from Fig. 1 can be represented as follows 
 8C�� + �C� + ;C&� = %D1    (9) 8C� + �C + ;C& = %D2    (10) 
 

Resolving the addition of entering into the output neuron 
gives A = E�%D1 + E%D2     (11) A = E�48C�� + �C� + ;C&�6 + E48C� + �C +;C&]                                                                            (12) 
Z = U(V1 w11+ V2 w12) + X(V1 w21+V2 w22)+Y(V1 w31 + V2 
w32)                            (13) 7 = E�C�� + EC� 9 = E�C� + EC : = E�C&� + EC& 
 
Table 1 shows the test result conducted. In this case, the 
experiments were carried out on our testbed several times. 
Date was recorded for the different receivers. For a four (4) 
variable input, the coefficients or synaptic weights from the 
equation are subjected to adjustments during the process of 
data training and learning. The eventual matrix model will be 
given as (14). 
 

F?@>?@ = G1��E��1�E�:1�IEI�
J � + G1�E��1E�:1IEI�

J K + G1&�E��1&E�:1&IEI�
J % + G 1	�E��1 E	 �:1	IEI�

J LM 

(14) 
 

This took cognizance of height and different transmission 
distances. For the WSNs, this work gathered RSSI values 
from various receivers, which are analyzed by MATLAB 
toolbox. Also, the various graphical representation of 
measured data is highlighted in Fig. 3. It could be deduced 
from the figure that signal quality of 1m is relatively strong 
and acceptable. Table 1. lists out the average value of RSSI 
of packet transmission, signal strength distance, and received 
packet  the average value of RSSI is the maximal  for the 
range of distance, Which leads us to the conclusion that signal 
quality vs. data sent and received 

 

Table 1. Empirical data acquired from the field 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

V. NEURAL NETWORK DATA FUSION 

In this section, we highlight the application of soft computing 
neural network data fusion for data optimization. Fig. 2 

SN Transmitted 

packet 

Received 

packet 

Distance 

(m) 

Signal 

Strength

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 

12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 

12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12758 
12757 
12757 
12756 
12753 
12753 
12608 
12540 
12248 
12158 
11656 
11258 
10748 

5.0 
7.5 
10.0 
12.5 
15.0 
17.5 
20.0 
22.5 
25.0 
27.5 
30.0 
32.5 
35.0 
37.5 
40.0 
42.5 
45 

-65 
-66 
-72 
-73 
-75 
-77 
--79 
-80 
-82 
-83 
-84 
-84 
-85 
-85 
-86 
-86 
-87 
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shows the input layer's neurons which serve as buffers for 
dispersing input signals (P, T, H, (SM) in the hidden layer 
(HN) as inputs to the neurons in (14). Each neuron present in 
the hidden layer (HN1, HN2) sums up its input signals after 
weighting them for the strengths of the appropriate input 

layer connections ( 1NO�  and computes its output as a 

function. 
 %D1PQRSQR = ,�K1��+T1� + LLK1&��   (15) %D1PQRSQR = ,�K1�+T1 + LLK1&�   (16) 

 

 
Fig. 2.  Block diagram of  Activation Function  

VI. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS 

A. Data Collection and Graph Discussion 

In this section, the behaviour of all the data collected is 
presented graphically. Fig. 4 shows signal strength against 
distance, which explains that an increase distance leads to  a 
decrease in signal strength. Fig. 5 is a graph of the packet 
received against signal strength. This explains that packet 
received decreases with an increase in distance,  Fig. 6 is a 
graph of the packet received against distance. It is the 
combined graph of the packet received/packet transmitted 
against distance. Fig. 3 is the combined graph of the packet 
received/packet transmitted against signal-strength. 
 

 
Fig 3. Graph of Signal Strength against Distance 

 

 

Fig. 4.  Graph of Signal Strength against Packet received. 
 

 
Fig. 5.  Graph of Packet received against Distance 

 
Fig. 6. Graph of Packet Transmitted/Received against  Signal Strength 5 

B. Analysis of Machine Learning Technique 

One of the most prominent learning methods for learning 
from data is neural networks. This is created using decision 
units cascading chains. These is also known as perceptual and 
radial basis functions. Non-linear and complex correlations 
in data can be recognized using cascading chains of decision 
units. However, the learning process with several cascading 
chains, on the other hand, is computationally demanding. 
Fig. 7 depicts the machine learning technique used to develop 
the models. Test performance and iteration using the neural 
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network training tool was achieved. Now, the work explored 
a relationship between packet received, signal strength, and 
distance. The neural network engine is employed to realize 
the optimal convergent point for the IoT WSN.  
 

 
Fig. 7. Test performance and iteration using Neural Network Training tool. 

 

 
Fig. 8. Graph of Gradient Descent. 

 

In developing the model the data collected was trained. Fig. 8 shows 

the gradient descent considering the neural performance in  Fig. 9.   
The training, testing, and validation profiles are depicted in 
Fig. 9. For the variables been considered, the 3 inputs gave 
rise to the hidden layers. The processing is carried out while 
obtaining the output results.  Fig. 9 shows the learning 
process using gradient descent shown in Fig. 8. 
 

 
 Fig. 9. Graph of Testing, validation, and Training. 

 

Fig. 10 shows the process of training testing and validation with 
specific targets. The blue line is for training; the green line is for 
validation and the red line is for testing. At this point, the level of 
relationship between them is derived. The regression result for 
training testing and validation is shown in Fig.10 with R=0.99972, 
for validation R=0.99954 and Test R=0.99974, when we put all 
together R=0.99869.   
 

 
Fig.10.  Graph of iteration and epoch 

 
The significance of the value of R is that when it tends 
towards 1, this demonstrates the model accuracy. In this case, 
the output of the trained and test data are compared. Their 
closeness is a demonstration of how well the model performs. 
Recall that the nntool was used in generating the model after 
training, testing, and validation in Fig. 11. The model from 
the nntool  was eventually generated. Now, the data show that 
after training, testing and validation, a model was developed 
for packet transmission as described by previous equations. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                          
 

Fig 11. Graph of Testing and Validation 

 
The work further optimized and fitted the model by training 
the data via the nntool MATLAB console interface. In this 
regard, 60% of the dataset was used for training while  25% 
was used for testing and 15% for validation. 
From the neural network view, the data was further trained 
with more iterations to an optimal level until convergence 
was attained. The resulting most optimized model had an 
accuracy of R=0.99869. When further training was done, a 
point of convergence was attained. This further improved the 
initial coefficient earlier obtained. There was an improvement 
in what was obtained in Fig. 12. This gave rise to enhanced 
training and testing.  
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Fig.12.  Plot of maximum model fitting. 

 
The values of transmitted packet coefficient, distance, signal 
strength are summarized as follows. The packet transmitted, 
distance, signal strength, packet received, and packet 
transmitted gave 0.9969, -1.10800, 0.7, 0.9969 respectively. 
Future work will explore the use of field-programmable gate 
array (FPGA) design framework for IoT WSN [38]. Also, 
embedded neural switch [39], and software-defined radios 
[41], [42] in 5G relay networks [43] will be validated.  

VII. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, a computational model for predicting complex 
IoT WSN variables was developed. This is trained, tested, 
and validated using neural network soft computing technique. 
The model developed a relationship between signal strength, 
distance, received packet, and transmitted packet from the 
data collected. A point of convergence was achieved. 
Consequently, the model developed for packet transmission 
gave rise to the following prediction coefficients, namely 
packet transmitted, distance, signal strength, as 0.9969, 
1.10800, and 0.7 respectively. The derived model could 
predict any datasets received from the data transmitting 
sources. This makes it very valuable for determining the 
optimal QoS for network providers/operators. 
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